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Complete and thoughtful answers to these questions will earn you 0.30 CEU credits toward the 
Cultural Competency Certificate.  
 

1. Based on the various French characters who appear in The Quiet American (inspector Vigot, 
Captain Trouin, the rubber planter, etc.), how would you describe the novel’s attitude toward 
the French colonial presence in Vietnam? 

2. The characters in The Quiet American belong to many faiths, from Catholicism to Caodaism, 
and even to Fowler’s atheism, which is a faith in there being no God. What role (or roles) do 
you think faith plays in the novel? How do conflicting faiths shape relationships? 

3. At several points in the novel, we see Fowler lying to others and to himself. To what extent do 
you trust Fowler as the narrator of this story? 

4. How do Granger and Alden Pyle represent American stereotypes? How is Pyle different than 
the usual picture of an American? 

5. In what way is Pyle and Fowler’s treatment of Phuong a metaphor for how foreign occupying 
forces treat her native country of Vietnam? 

6. The Quiet American presents the idea that you must take sides to remain human. What does 
this mean? Do you agree with it? Why or why not? 
 

 
 

Please attach this sheet with your answers!   
If you do not turn this sheet in with your answers, you WILL NOT get credit! 

 

Return completed answers by April 28, 2018 to: Dr. Cassandra Spieles, South 
Campus J-360-3 or Center Campus C-164 during normal business hours. 


